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Warsaw occupies a pivotal European gateway location 
between east and west. As the capital city of eastern Europe’s 
second-largest economy, Warsaw is a popular regional HQ 
location for large multi-national corporations. Our three 
Warsaw International Business Exchange™ (IBX®) data centers 
are located in prime strategic locations, offering direct fiber 
connections to major telecommunications carriers and a 
growing number of leading enterprises (services, retail, trade, 
banking) throughout Poland—350+ companies in total. Our 
IBX colocation facilities enable customers to connect to one 
of Europe’s most established industrial ecosystems, within 
a mature yet rapidly developing market. In fact, our primary 
Warsaw location is the most densely connected data center in 
Poland. 

Customers can choose from a broad range of interconnection 
options with 180+ local and international network service 
providers and 75+ cloud service providers. Platform Equinix® 
in Warsaw is home to Equinix Internet Exchange™ (formerly 
known as PLIX), providing our customers with unrivalled 
connectivity and minimized latency.

Warsaw metro facilities
The Warsaw IBX data centers are situated in key strategic 
locations in proximity to the city center and Warsaw Chopin 
airport. Our three facilities offer 35,000+ square feet (3,275+ 
square meters) of combined colocation space. They feature 
ample scope for multi-site solutions, scalable technical space 
and fully redundant power supplies to ensure operational 
resiliency and world-class security.
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Offering unrivalled connectivity to Central and Eastern European 
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Equinix WA1 IBX data center interior

The value of interconnection
 § Interconnect with 350+ of the world’s leading organizations 
located in Poland

 §Optimize communications and exchange data with 
enterprises, content providers, and cloud, network and 
internet service providers

 § Leverage Performance Hub® to enable next-generation wide 
area network (WAN) architecture for secure and highly 
reliable connectivity to 180+ network service providers and 
75+ cloud and IT service providers

 § Connect to the largest internet exchange in Poland, Equinix 
IX (formerly known as PLIX)

 § Provide cloud and internet services quickly and easily to 
Equinix-deployed customers

 §Maximize the use of digital channels with access to the main 
media hubs in Warsaw

 § Interconnect with top content delivery networks (CDNs) to 
reduce latency and help improve user experience

 § Easily meet compliance requirements, now and in the 
future. Our Warsaw IBX data centers are highly accredited, 
including ISO 9001, 22301, 27001 and PCI DSS certification
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Reasons to believe in us

Global data centers
220+ data centers, 63 major markets, $27B+ capital invested 
in capacity/new markets, global availability 99.9999%+.

Connected
1,800+ networks, 386,000+ interconnections, less than 10ms 
latency to 90% of the population of North America, Western 
Europe, top markets in Asia-Pacific and Brazil.

Partners, customers and prospects
Blue-chip customer base of 10,000+ global businesses across 
26 countries, on 5 continents representing network, digital 
media, financial services, cloud and IT and enterprise leaders.
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